One Vinyl Square, London, UK
A residential building that will define and
animate the square

It has been a pleasure working with JTP on this exciting opportunity in The
Old Vinyl Factory masterplan. Their focus on high-quality architecture and our
alignment of values has enabled us to create an exemplar scheme that stitches
comfortably into this exciting new destination.
Craig Carson, Development Director at Joseph Homes
The final residential-led phase in The Old Vinyl Factory
redevelopment, One Vinyl Square will deliver over 130 new
dwellings for Joseph Homes, together with ground floor commercial
accommodation, set alongside a new landmark square.

Project Delivery
–

130 new dwellings will be delivered in the final residential phase
of the development.

With a thriving community already coalescing at The Old Vinyl
Factory, JTP’s design for One Vinyl Square builds on the site’s
heritage, delivering new homes and mixed uses alongside the mix
of reimagined art deco office buildings, new homes, innovation
and educational hubs, restaurants, shops, gym, cinema and a GP
practice.

–

A mix of studios, one to three bedroom apartments, three
bedroom maisonettes and also affordable homes, increasing the
affordable housing provision at The Old Vinyl Factory.

–

4,252 sq ft of commercial uses will activate the street frontages
and animate Vinyl Square.

The concept for the landscaping focuses on creating a sequence
of spaces that change as you move through them – from the
surrounding industrial context, through the urban public realm, and
into lush residential podiums. Each landscaped level within the One
Vinyl Square also aims to provide a different function and have a
different character.

–

Vinyl Square will range from 9 to 11 storeys in height and will
act as a focal point for the development and landmark at the
main entry point due to its important location on Blyth Road,
overlooking Vinyl Square.

–

The elevational approach and choice of materials reflect the
rich, industrial heritage of the site.

–

Cycling is encouraged through the provision of a cycle hub,
where cycle storage is complemented by maintenance
and cleaning facilities, local cycle route information and
opportunities for residents to engage and cycle with their
neighbours.

–

Areas for informal play and large seating groups are integrated
amongst planting.

The development is due to complete in early 2022.
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